The constant demand for new features and bug fixes are forcing software projects to shorten cycles and deliver updates ever faster, while sustaining software quality. The availability of inexpensive, virtualized, cloud-computing has helped shorten schedules, by enabling continuous integration (CI) on demand. Platforms like GitHub support CI in-the-cloud. In projects using CI, a user submitting a pull request triggers a CI step. Besides speeding up build and test, this fortuitously creates voluminous archives of build and test successes and failures. CI is a relatively new phenomenon, and these archives allow a detailed study of CI. How many problems are exposed? Where do they occur? What factors affect CI failures? Does the "initial quality" as ascertained by CI predict how many bugs will later appear ("eventual quality") in the code? In this paper, we undertake a large-scale, fine resolution study of these records, to better understand CI processes, the nature, and predictors of CI failures, and the relationship of CI failures to the eventual quality of the code. We find that: a) CI failures appear to be concentrated in a few files, just like normal bugs; b) CI failures are not very highly correlated with eventual failures; c) The use of CI in a pull request doesn't necessarily mean the code in that request is of good quality.
INTRODUCTION
Modern software projects are under increasing pressures to deliver new features and bug fixes rapidly. These pressures arise from greater competition, the rise of 0-day exploits, and increasing customer expectations for new features. In addition, the increasing popularity of cloud-based services allows changes to be deployed very quickly indeed since there is no need for customers to receive shrink-wrapped updates, or even download anything. Instead, new code need only be installed on the cloud for customers to experience it. Expected cycle-times for novelty in products have gone down from years to months to weeks, to in some cases days or even hours.
A key enabler of rapid-fire delivery is the ability to build and test changes quickly, and thoroughly. Build and test procedures can ravenously consume resources; in the past, these steps were undertaken sparingly and cautiously. But now, thanks to cloud-enabled distributed development, projects can acquire and dispose computing resources with high dynamics; in turn, this enables extremely rapid build and test cycles, with the possibility of commandeering thousands of CPUs as and when needed. Cloud-based Continuous Integration (CI) [11] is a rapidly growing approach in many popular open-source and commercial projects. Tools such as Travis-CI 1 are used to frequently build code and run tests (including unit, integration, and system tests) on new changes. This approach, in theory, sustains a level of quality in the code as new features and bug fixes are added.
Open-source projects following GitHub's pull-based development model have another incentive to adopt CI: the ability to manage large volumes of contributions in the form of Pull Request (PR), coming from many people. CI provides a way to automatically and rapidly vet contributions to ensure that they build, and pass all the available unit, integration, and regression tests. The CI process provides a "quality gate" for each PR; any build or test failures found during CI are recorded, and typically must be fixed before the PR can be merged. Once any found defects are fixed, and if subsequent code review is positive and the PR contribution is deemed of sufficient value, it may be accepted. We describe the process in more detail in Section 2.
But is CI working? Is it really helping to find and fix potential quality problems (if any) with submitted pull requests? That is, do PRs with CI-identified failures, and subsequent fixes during PR submission, still continue to have quality issues after the PR is merged? If CI is working really well, it will expose most of the defects in PRs prior to merging, so that after the merge the new code will work reliably, even if it had initial problems.
The crucial aspect of relevance here is that all build and test failures exposed during CI are logged, providing a permanent record of initial quality. Automated build and testing of code is not new; it has been going on since the early days of software engineering. What is new here is the abundance of data concerning CI, from platforms such as GitHub. This data provides a new opportunity to evaluate how well CI is working. In this paper, we focus on all failures uncovered by the CI process, in both build & test.
Designers of automated CI scripts are certainly not solely concerned with velocity, but also with thoroughness. A good CI testing script is an attempt to expose as many defects as possible, before merging, so that merged code will be relatively defect-free. The CI log of a PR, then, represents its initial, pre-merge defect record, which we call initial quality record (IQ R). After initial defects are fixed, and if the PR is merged, it will be used by customers, who may also find failures, which are repaired; these repairs constitute the postmerge defect record, which we call eventual quality record (EQ R), of that specific code. Both these phenomena (initial failures, and changes made to fix bugs discovered postintegration) can be observed: the former in CI logs, and the latter using well-known procedures to identify bug-fix commits, and the fix-inducing code in version control systems.
Given the large number and variety of projects in GitHub, we have a new opportunity to study both the initial quality, IQ R, and it's relationship to the eventual quality, EQ R.
In this paper, we undertake extensive mining of PR histories in many large projects. We mine the IQ R of the PRs, as observed from Travis-CI logs. We also mine the EQ R of these PRs, by observing how post-merge defect repair can be mapped to these PRs. These are some of the most noteworthy contributions of this paper:
• It is well known that a few files account for most bugs [29] in software systems. We find that the pre-merge CI failures are just as concentrated into a few files.
• We find that PRs affecting files with a history of CI failures are associated with more CI failures later.
• We find that PRs touching more frequently changed files, surprisingly, have fewer CI failures.
• We find that PRs touching files with a worse IQ R (more CI failures) don't necessarily have worse EQ R.
• However, we did find that the code originating in PRs with failures in IQ R has 31.5% greater odds of being associated with an eventual quality problem. Our findings suggest that CI failures concentrate in few files, and that focusing pre-integration effort on these might save everyone time; our findings also suggest that poor initial quality in a pull request might be a helpful predictor of eventual quality of the code originating therefrom.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our work examines the CI process of handling pull requests (PRs), and its impacts on code quality. The process ( Figure 1 ) begins 1 with a contributor forking a GitHub repository. The contributor makes some changes, and opens a PR 2 , expressing her readiness to have the branch containing her changes merged into the main repository. A CI system like Travis-CI is then automatically triggered 3 . Travis-CI creates a temporary clone of the repository and attempts to merge the PR, then build the system, and run the tests. The results of this process are sent to the core developers 4 , who perform manual code review and potentially request more changes 5 . If core developers decide to accept the PR, typically only if the CI results are acceptable, it is merged into the main repository 6 , commonly in the master branch. If the PR code is merged with defects that "escaped" CI testing, it may eventually trigger bug reports and fixes 7 ; using the version control history and methods like the SZZ algorithm [39] , the fix can be traced back to the PR that inserted the buggy code 8 .
Continuous Integration and Pull Requests
CI gained popularity as a component of the Agile movement, in reaction to waterfall-based approaches [42] . Agile rejected the traditional approach to testing at the end of development, after coding. Their goal was to deliver more improvements to customers, in shorter bursts ("sprints") at a faster rate. However, with greater speed comes greater risk of errors. To mitigate this threat, Agile developers spurred the use of frequent, automated testing.
More recently, pull-based development provided another incentive for using CI & testing: to automate building and testing, so that more code can be accepted from more people-a pragmatic, democratizing imperative in open-source projects. On GitHub, anyone can submit PRs to any project! CI-enabled PRs are becoming mainstream [15, 17, 31, 49] .
The value proposition for a GitHub project to adopt CI is a bit different than in commercial settings, however. On GitHub there are two players, core developers and PR submitters, who experience CI differently. Core developers can access cloud-based computing resources for testing quite easily; however, constructing a testing harness that ensures rigorous integration, system, and regression testing requires considerable effort. This is needed sustain quality with the rapid pace of current development. Another benefit is the early, automated screening of PR submissions, so that time is not wasted on poor submissions. With the accelerating usage of PRs [15] , CI is perceived as a mechanism to ensure effectiveness in processing and quality control [31, 49] . We also found positive evidence for productivity and quality effects associated with usage of CI in GitHub [46] : project teams using Travis-CI integrate more PRs per unit time; users do not report an increasing number of defects as projects adopt CI and accelerate the rate at which they accept PRs.
For PR submitters, CI provides the benefit of quick, extensive feedback from a standardized, rigorous testing regime, that would be more difficult for each submitter to replicate on their own. Still, they must also build tests along with their code, given the common expectation (project-specific) that code must be accompanied by tests. Furthermore, the anticipation of a rigorous CI evaluation, and presumably the fear of losing face, might incur greater effort at desk-checking (and developing & running unit tests) prior to submission.
Our research here also relates to testing effectiveness. The goal of testing is to find faults, before customers find them. Ways to improve testing are of abiding interest, and there is a rich literature on various types of white-box and black-box testing. Evaluating these methods is a matter of determining how effective (in time, cost, and thoroughness) they are in finding faults before the users experience the related failures. Malaiya [21] , starting in 1994, was among the earliest to develop well-founded, empirically validated models of the relationship between code-coverage (white-box) testing and defect finding. There is considerable follow-on work in this vein, that examines connections between code-coverage during testing and eventual quality; e.g., Nagappan et al [28] report that Strew-J, a static collection of metrics that measures test case and source code size and complexity, can successfully predict the total number of field failures (eventual quality), and even which components would be more reliable. Other studies of the effectiveness of testing procedures exist but, in general, many of these were constrained by very limited availability of test results data, for tests run during With CI in GitHub, we have tens of thousands of PRs, each with data on initial quality and eventual quality. We note here our notion of IQ R comprises failures arising from both build and test steps; we estimate (from informal sampling) that about 45% of the failed PRs include test failures. Thus our data provides an opportunity to shed light on the effectiveness of testing in the GitHub PR model, on a much larger scale than before. Large sample sizes, and the diversity of projects in GitHub, allow us to control for many confounds, and to understand the factors that influence initial quality, and their influence on eventual quality.
Development of Research Questions
The initial quality of a PR is recorded in the pre-merge defect record (IQ R), as revealed by the CI automated build & test procedure. Once merged, the PR code's eventual quality (EQ R) can be found using subsequent defect repairs, using blaming methods like SZZ. Having such a detailed picture of defects and defect fixing code, attributed at line level, gives us an opportunity to study and finely dissect the benefits of CI within the PR process.
Several studies [9, 19, 29] revealed that the overall distribution of post-release faults is highly skewed, with a few files infested with the bulk of the defects. In contrast, not much information is available about the distribution of build and integration-time failures. The IQ R provides one view into such development-time errors. Understanding these distributions can be an effective way of directing quality-control efforts. If CI failures also occur in "hotspots", this might help core developers improve system design and/or documentation; and it might help alert PR submitters when they are touching a file that is rife with previous CI failures.
RQ1. How does the distribution of CI failures vary across source files?
Once a PR has been tested by the CI regime, and perhaps subject to code review, it could be merged into the main repository (we only consider merges into the master branch here). After merging, remaining defects within the code added by the PR may still be discovered, and subsequently fixed. The extent of these repairs reflect the eventual quality of the system, and constitute the EQ R.
A good CI process should achieve high eventual quality. Finding as many defects as possible early would result in clean code entering the main branch, which would not require (m)any fixes. We seek to understand how the CI results (IQ R) affect eventual quality (EQ R). Using Git features, it is possible to trace back from bug-fixes to the PRs from whence the buggy lines originated. This allows us to determine associations between properties of the PR and the IQ R, on the one hand, and the EQ R, on the other. Naturally, many factors may contribute to the eventual quality. Given a specific PR, do previous CI failures associated with the files affected by a PR play a role? Does the number of previous authors to these files? Etc. We control for a range of phenomena already known to affect quality within a multi-variate regression model, relying on large sample sizes and available variances to manage the degrees of freedom, and attempt to determine the strength of association between initial quality and eventual quality.
RQ2. How does the initial quality (IQ R) of a PR relate to the eventual quality (EQ R) of the PR?
Finally, we look at how the properties of the PR relate to its fate under CI, viz., the odds of failure. There is considerable prior research on defect prediction [20, 26, 34, 52] ; however, earlier studies have not specifically targeted CI failures. To our knowledge, we are the first to attempt to understand the factors influencing CI failures within the PR context. We therefore consider the usual factors that are known to be effective in defect prediction, such as size, churn, developer experience, social status, previous failures, and so on, to understand the effects thereof. This results in a modeling exercise with a large set of predictor variables, and is an exploratory study; however, the large number of PRs, and the substantial variance in the predictors, would allow us to understand the effects of several different factors, within one multi-variate regression model.
RQ3
. What are the factors that affect the initial quality of a PR? Do classic predictors used for bug prediction have consistent influence?
METHODS
We seek to understand the nature of CI failures in the IQ R, and how these failures relate to the eventual, postmerge quality in the EQ R. To this end, we performed both quantitative and qualitative analysis: large-scale regression modeling and a qualitative study of 50 pull requests.
Metrics
Roughly speaking, the metrics can be classified into product metrics, process metrics, churn metrics, social metrics, and our novel CI metrics.
Product metrics: Product properties, e.g., size, are known to have a strong bearing on defect occurrence, and can confound our study; they must be included as controls in our model [8] . In addition to source files, the size of test files can also be expected to impact the effectiveness of CI. We collected information on both source code and test-related files. First, starting with the creation date of each project on GitHub, we collected 1-month snapshots of their source repository. For each snapshot, we identified source and test files using the conventions of folders organization and file name extensions on GitHub [14, 44, 51] . In general, we identify files as test files if they are located in the /test/ or /spec/ folders, or their filenames contain the word "test" as prefix or suffix. To find additional test files, we considered well-known automatic build tools, designed to work with Travis-CI, for all the programming languages in our data set (e.g., Grunt 2 for JavaScript). For each build tool, we found the test files under the specific folders where build tools can automatically detect them. The number of executable lines of code in files were measured using CLOC 3 . Thus, for each project we gathered the following metrics, in monthly intervals:
• proj src loc: number of executable lines of code in source files; measures the size of the project.
• proj test loc: number of executable lines of code in test files; measures the extent/detail of existing test suites.
Process metrics: Our process metrics capture the history of development activities related to a PR. Prior work on defect prediction modeling suggests that process metrics are strongly related to defect occurrence [33] . We collected:
• n past contrs: total number of contributors to files affected by the PR. It is known that the number of contributors can affect quality [4] .
• pr hotness: number of commits to files affected by the PR during the last month. The frequency of changes is known to affect quality [26] .
• n old bugs: number of eventual bugs in files, which have been fixed before the PR creation. Defects tend to occur in files where they occurred before. In general, histories (such as changes, authors, bug-fixes etc) are aggregated on a per file basis (e.g., number of commits touching a file). However, since the relation between PRs and source files is one-to-many (e.g., one PR can touch many files), we need to map the file-level metrics to PR level. E.g., for n past contrs, for each file, we use the change log (from git log) to determine all contributors who submitted at least one commit to the master branch before the PR creation. We count contributors only once, even though they may have touched several files associated to the PR. We use the same approach to aggregate other process metrics from the associated files to a PR.
Churn metrics:
We use churn to measure the size and complexity of a PR.
• churn additions: number of lines added by the PR.
• churn deletions: number of lines deleted by the PR.
Social metrics: Human factors are known to impact software development, especially on social coding platforms [7, 27] . We considered the following metrics:
• n owner commits: total number of commits made by a PR submitter, before the PR; measures their expertise.
• n owner followers: total number of GitHub developers following the submitter of a PR, before the PR creation, as a measure of the submitter's reputation.
• core team (binary): indicates if the submitter was a "core team" member; to this end we check if she had write access to the code repository, or had closed issues and PRs submitted by others, before the PR creation.
• n comments: number of comments before the PR was closed. This factor is only used in the eventual quality model because some reviewers comment on the PR only after receiving the CI testing results. The above are all controls; next are the main experimental variables of interest to this study. CI metrics: The longer a project uses CI, we can the more maturity we can expect of the CI process; and thus we expect growing effectiveness. We measure:
• ci age: the time from the project adoption of CI to the PR creation, in months.
• ci config lines: number of lines in the CI configuration file. Travis-CI is configurable through the .travis.yml file. The more Travis-CI is customized, the more extensive, detailed and uncoupled the build and test procedure are. We used the number of customized lines in a CI config file as an approximate measure of the degree of customization and matureness of the CI environment.
• n old failures: number of past Travis-CI failure records for files, before the PR creation. Previous bugs are known to be an excellent predictor of future bugs [19] ; would prior CI failures predict future CI failures? • ci running time: the duration of the CI run, in minutes. If the PR is run through CI many times, we use the longest duration. The Travis-CI running time is used an an indirect measure of the rigor of the CI evaluation; longer CI running times suggests that more test cases are associated with the PR.
Pre-merge Defect Record
For a PR, the CI results can reveal its initial quality. There are three types of Travis-CI outcomes: error, passed, and failed. If any problem arises before the CI scripts (including build and test) are run, e.g., a branch has been already deleted or config files are missing, an error is returned. Otherwise, Travis-CI builds the project, runs the test cases, and then returns a final result passed or failed. Project managers can optionally define a CI-run policy where testing is allowed to fail without causing the entire process to fail. If the submitter updates the PR by pushing new commits, or if the project managers restart the testing process, Travis-CI will return new CI results. Thus, one PR could have multiple CI results. We cannot factually obtain the PR's IQ R when Travis-CI returns an error, because the build and test procedure has not been run. Therefore, we omitted PRs which only contain error records; in other words, we ignore all PRs that CI failed to start checking over. In this paper, our IQ R contains both build failures and test failures exposed by Travis-CI. From our experience, most of failures in our data set, especially for dynamically typed languages, belongs to test failure (see our discussion in Section 4.4). A study focusing on build failures in GitHub is left for future work, and it is interesting to compared the results with the related study of build errors at Google [38] .
In theory, an effective CI process would require that developers fix the problems in a PR before merging it; defective PRs should be rejected to sustain the code base's quality. In practice, we found that 8% of PRs in our data set failed CI, yet were subsequently merged without being fixed; effectively, they were treated as if they actually passed 5 . To distinguish the above kinds of PRs, we collected the ci result variable, which takes one of three values: Passed, if the PR passed CI; Soft Failure, if the PR failed CI, but was merged without fixing; and Hard Failure, if the PR failed CI, and then was fixed before merging.
Post-merge Defect Record
We adapted the original SZZ algorithm [40] to identify the buggy PRs which are blamed for the EQ R. In the first phase, we detected bug-fixing commits and linked them with corresponding issues in the GitHub issue tracker. We began this phase by extracting the numerical issue id, by searching for specific textual patterns [25, 32, 40] in project commit logs (e.g., #issue id, fix issue id, close issue id, etc). Then, we cross-checked with the issue tracker to confirm whether such an issue exists and whether it is a bug issue. To mitigate the risk of bias arising from missing and incorrect links [1, 3, 35] we manually augmented linking rates. We reviewed commits and issues in projects with low linking rates to improve our textual patterns, and found some additional, specific ways to automatically reference a GitHub issue or close it in a git commit (e.g., gh-issue id 6 ). Finally, we reconfirmed and updated our textual patterns via random sampling, and removed spurious linking as much as possible.
In the second phase, we identified buggy PRs and then used git to identify fix-inducing code. By using git diff, we found change details used to fix the linked bug, i.e., files and lines changed in fixing commits. Then, we removed the fixing commits which have not changed any source files (e.g., only changed doc or test files). We used tags to classify issues; however, mis-tagged issues could engender bias [16] in our data. We mitigate this risk by ensuring that: 1) the issue has been tagged as a bug; 2) it was linked to a fixing commit; and 3) developers did indeed change source files to fix it. Next, we used git blame to identify the original commits (buggy commits) where the fix-inducing lines had been last added or modified. On GitHub, the fix-inducing lines might originate either from a direct git push or a PR, since developers can contribute code both ways [13] . In this study, we only considered code which came from PRs. For each commit, we identified the originating PR, and the time it was merged. The two timestamps, (the PR merging time and the corresponding issue open time) are used within the SZZ model to decide if a buggy commit was implicated. We recorded the buggy PRs which contain at least one implicated buggy commit. Finally, we compute the bug-latency between the PR and the bugs linked to it (issue creation time minus PR merging time).
Apart from the fact that commits arise from PRs, our approach is the standard SZZ model. We illustrate the process with the example in Figure 2 . Following our first phase, let commit n be linked with bug #521. Then, we identified three fix-inducing lines from the diff between commits n and n-1 (lines-80 and 86 in file1, line-12 in file2 ). Next, by blaming the old changes, we found that (file1, line-80 ) was associated with commit i in P R1, and the other two fixinducing lines-with commits b and g in P R2. Even though 5 This suggests that core teams view some PR's as valuable enough to include immediately in the main branch, perhaps then continuing to work on them later. We found that some failed yet merged PRs are immediately opened as new PRs. 6 Also reported here: http://goo.gl/QBnk6b commit i finished before issue #521 was reported, we considered P R1 as not linked to this bug because P R1 had been merged (at k ) after issue #521 was reported. Similarly, we considered P R2 the buggy PR associated with issue #521.
Using this methodology, we recorded the eventual quality of a PR as a binary variable is buggy.
Data Set
In prior work [46, 49, 50] , we created a large PR data set of 246 popular projects in GitHub, for each including the history from their inception until October 11, 2014. All of them use the pull-based development model, and have CI enabled using Travis-CI, the most popular CI server in GitHub [45, 49] . In this study, our extra requirements, derived from the process of identifying post-merged defect, were to identify projects that: 1) have a sufficient number of issues hosted on GitHub's issue tracker; 2) the issues are type-tagged at a rate high enough to identify bug issues, and distinguish them from other issue types (e.g., refactor, feature requests, enhancement, etc.); and 3) there is a sufficient number of resolved bug issues that have been fixed.
Starting from our existing data set, we chose projects having over 100 issue reports in the issue tracker, with over 50% of the issues tagged with their types.
However, different projects use different (synonymous) labels for the same kind of issue. To resolve this, we manually compiled a list of bug-related keywords as per [46] (defect, error, bug, issue, mistake, incorrect, fault, and flaw ), proceeded by lowercasing and stemming. We identified tags matching these stems in all projects and tagged an issue as bug if at least one stem matched. We found that 27% of issue tags contained at least one bug-related keyword.
Finally, we linked bug issues with bug-fix commits by checking if the issue-id is mentioned in the commit log [10] (details above in Section 3.3), and then filtered out the projects with low linking rate to mitigate the risk of sampling biases (e.g., bug feature and commit feature bias [3] ): we required that at least 23.3% of the bugs (the top quartile of our data set) were linked to at least one bug-fix commit.
This selection process left us with 87 projects that utilized PRs and Travis-CI; managed most issues with tags in GitHub; and had a desirable linking rate between bug-fix commits and bug reports. Overall, we collected 44,193 raw PRs from those projects, and gathered the following data for each PR: initial quality record (ci result in Section 3.2), eventual quality record (is buggy along with bug-latency in Section 3.3) and other metrics described in Section 3.1. The preprocessing steps for initial quality model (Table 4 ) and eventual quality model (Table 3) are described as follows. First, contributors may submit source code, test code, and documentation via PRs. We only considered PRs that changed at least one source file, and have been merged into the master branch, because these live on, and are more likely to affect project quality for more users. This step left us 21,119 PRs, after statistical outlier removal (see next Section) for initial quality model, as shown in Table 1 . Then, to model the eventual quality of PRs, we only count bugs in the six-month period after the PRs were merged (similar to prior work [22, 23] ). Our rationale for this arose from the concern that bugs delayed longer than six months after the PR merged, may have other, distinct causes than the code in the merged PR. Then, we removed both clean and buggy PRs merged during the very last six months of our data set, to make sure that developers would have had enough time to find bugs on the rest of PRs (and thus mitigate the effect of right censorship). After the above preprocessing, the EQ R data set (summarized in Table 2) contains 10,932 PRs from 64 projects.
Analysis
Concentration of CI Failures: To answer RQ1, we collected all source files in each project's latest version, at the time of data collection. Then, for each file in a project, we collected two measures: a count of CI failure records (as mined from Travis-CI logs), and a count of eventual bugs, as inferred using our adaptation of the SZZ algorithm (we only counted bugs blamed to PR commits).
We quantify the dispersion in bug concentration and CIfailure concentration for a project using the Gini coefficient 7 [12] of the distributions of the two counts over the project's files. We test for differences in medians between the two Gini distributions (one value per project) using the non parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) test. Regression Models: For RQ2 and RQ3, we used mixed effects logistic regression because our outcomes (ci failed for RQ2, is buggy for RQ3) are dichotomous and the data set is grouped by projects (i.e., several PRs arise from the same project): there may be project-level effects unrelated to the predictor variables we use. In our models, the metrics described in Section 3.1 were modeled as fixed effects, and the variable proj id as a random effect. By examining the distribution of the count metrics, we log transformed them to stabilize the variance and improve model fit [6] . We also checked if the pairwise correlations among our metrics are below 0.6, and the variance inflation factors (VIFs) for each predictor are below 3, to avoid multicollinearity problems [6] . We report for each measure its association with the outcome as an odds ratio, standard error, and significance level. The odds ratio can be calculated from the logistic regression model. Viz., if a coefficient is −0.5 for a regressor, a unit change in that regressor, all else held constant, corresponds to e −0.5 change in the overall odds ratio (odds ratio is multiplied by about 0.606). As all the count-based regressors (e.g., proj src loc) are log transformed; a log-ed term in our models shows the multiplicative increase in the response for every e factor increase in the predictor, where e = 2.718 is the base for the natural logarithm. From the odds ratio, we can tell how much higher or lower are the odds that a PR fails CI or is associated with eventual bugs, per "unit" (i.e., e factor) of the measure.
We also present the area under the ROC curve (AUC ) [36] as an assessment of the goodness of fit for the logistic regressions. Our models were fitted using the R lme4 [2] package. Outlier Removal : In regression analysis, few data points can disproportionately impact the regression line's slope, artificially inflating the model's fit. This can occur when explanatory variables have highly skewed distributions, as most ours do (e.g., very few PRs have an extremely large number of churned lines of code). Whenever a variable, say x, was well fitted by an exponential distribution we identified and rejected as outliers, values that exceeded k(1 + 2/n)median(x) + θ [30] , where θ is the exponential parameter [37] , and k is computed such that not more than 1.5% of values are labeled as outliers. This reduced slightly the size of the data sets onto which we built the regression models, but improved the robustness of our models to outliers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Distribution of CI Failures
Analyzing the distributions of Gini coefficients for CI failures per file and eventual bugs per file, we observe that both indicate extremely high concentration of defects in all 87 projects (median: 0.867 for CI failures; 0.864 for eventual bugs). The WMW test shows no significant difference (p = 0.4) between the two distributions. This suggests that, similarly to a small fraction of files being associated with most eventual bugs, only a few files are associated with the majority of problems encountered during CI. For example, in ipython 8 (639 source files), one of the projects in our data set, the "buggiest" 5% of the source files account for 50% of the CI failures and, similarly, 5% of the source files account around 50% of the eventual bugs. This heavy concentration of CI failures suggests that a few files cause most of the trouble, and indicate that targeted documentation, or re-design efforts might have high payoff for IQ R, in terms of saving PR submitters a great deal of effort.
We further asked if both kinds of failures are concentrated in the same files. For each of our 87 projects, we calculated the Spearman rank correlation [41] between initial quality and eventual quality failures for each file in that project. The values of Spearman's ρ range from -0.001 to 0.859 (mean: 0.387; median: 0.386). In only 19 projects the source files have a relatively strong relationship between initial quality and eventual quality (Spearman's ρ ≥ 0.6 [43] ).
Result 1: CI failures appear to be concentrated in a few files, just like normal bugs are. At file level, CI failures are not highly correlated with eventual bugs.
Note that this correlation is not strong at the file level. Below we explore whether failures in the IQ R are associated with failures in the EQ R, but at the PR level instead.
Eventual Quality Model
To answer RQ2, we use mixed effects logistic regression to study the relationship of the IQ R of a PR to its EQ R.
We build two models, the first with just controls, and the second, a full model, will our CI related variables (Table 3) .
Overall, the two AUC s of the eventual quality models indicate a good level of fit, by accepted standards (AUC>80%) [24] . Comparing the full model to the control, we can see that the CI related variables have limited effect on the prediction of eventual bugs (the AUC s for the two models are virtually identical, 87.22% vs. 87.30%). Only the initial quality (ci result) is statistically significant out of the 5 CI-related metrics. The outcome of Soft Failure, when integrators merge failed PRs without first fixing them, is not significantly different from the baseline of a passing PR (Passed). However, if the CI outcome was Hard Failure, i.e., the broken build has been fixed by developers, the PR is 31.5% more likely to have EQ R failures (odds factor 1.315).
Since only about 12% of PRs experience Hard Failure, this variable's effect, although statistically significant at the 0.05 level, has only a modest effect on overall explanatory power beyond the influence of the controls.
To shed more light on the above, we randomly chose 10 PRs with Soft Failures from our data set (soft failure evidence can be found by checking the CI logs or the content of code reviews on GitHub). We found that the failures in these 10 PRs were extrinsic, e.g., due to bugs in another module, broken test suites, and service crashes, rather than errors intrinsic to the code in the PR. Example comments on these PRs from the core team were:
Example 1: "@. . . Ok this looks fine, the only failures look like that issue you've been looking into for the get currentpage url issue right?" "@. . . Yep, which is an open issue still." Example 2: "Tests timed out on Travis for some reason, but they're passing on my machine. I'm merging this, then."
It is notable that n old failures is not significant in our model. Thus, although a PR touched some files which historically had CI failures, it doesn't affect eventual quality. This is consistent with the result in Section 4.1 that IQ R is not very highly correlated with EQ R at file level.
We turn to the non-CI (control) metrics in the full model. Among product metrics, the project size (proj src loc) has a negative association with EQ R failures, i.e., the odds of merged PRs (tested by CI first) in larger projects having eventual bugs are 0.764 times smaller for every e factor increase in LOC. This may have several explanations. First, contributors in large projects could be more experienced. Second, large projects may have higher code standards for contributors. If PRs cannot meet the projects' requirements, they would be immediately rejected by integrators [15] . Third, large, well-established projects may have better collections of formal on-line documentation, and informal help from archived on-line discussions (accessible via search-engines) that better supports PR contributors.
As expected, all process metrics are significant. If PRs touch hot files (pr hotness), it is more likely they will have eventual bugs. Having previous bugs is also a strong predictor of a PR's bugginess; the odds of a buggy PR increases 1.25 times for each e factor increase in n old bugs.
Unsurprisingly for the churn metrics, the larger the churn (churn additions and churn deletions) of a PR, the more likely it is to be buggy.
Lastly, three of the social metrics are significant. In general, experienced developers (higher n owner commits) have lower odds to introduce bugs in EQ R. However, the more followers a developer has, the higher the odds she will submit a buggy PR. This might be because the influential developers typically undertake difficult, more critical tasks in a given project, which may result in more bugs than on average. Then, from the perspective of eventual quality, there is no significant difference between PRs submitted by core developers and those submitted by external contributors, despite the fact that core team PRs are processed quicker and 82.45% Note:
* p<0.1; * * p<0.05; * * * p<0.01 merged preferentially [44, 49] . Our result suggests that the standard quality-control process introduced by CI ensures uniform quality for both core and external contributors. Prior work [7] found that PRs with lots of comments tend to signal controversy on a social coding platform, and also are less likely to be accepted [44] in GitHub. The implication is that the quality of those PRs may be lower. Here, we find that an e factor increase in n comments for a PR is associated with an increase of its eventual bugginess likelihood by 22.3%.
Result 2:
While CI metrics in general have a small effect on improving models of eventual bugginess, the odds are 31.5% higher that a PR will have eventual bugs if it has failed CI. Moreover, product, process, churn, and social metrics have mostly expected effects except, notably, that larger projects reduce the threat on quality of merged PRs.
It should be noted that while Hard Failure status of the PR is associated with a 31.5% increase in odds of failure in the EQ R, there are overall not many EQ R failures; so the change in the AUC from introducing these IQ R related variables is fairly small.
Initial Quality Model
Finally, we study initial quality (IQ R). Are the factors influencing IQ R different from those influencing EQ R?
We argue that developers are more concerned about "hard" CI failures, since they would indeed fix those failures before merging PRs. In addition, we did find above that "hard" CI failures are associated with eventual failures (Table 3) . Therefore, we focus the following discussion only on PRs with CI outcomes Passed and Hard Failure.
Similarly, we built two models, with and without CI metrics, to answer RQ3. Overall, the two AUC s of the initial quality models in Table 4 are over 81%, indicating good model fit. Compared to eventual quality, the model achieves a moderate improvement by including the CI metrics (81.04% vs. 82.45% in AUC ). Moreover, all CI metrics have statistically significant effects.
We note that the dominant factor is ci running time. A longer CI running time may indicate longer setup and compilation, or a larger test suite, likely to uncover more faults. Also, as expected, an increase in ci age and ci config lines is associated with lower likelihood of having CI failures; the IQ R of PRs should improve with increased CI usage and the customization degree of the CI environment.
Interestingly, the higher the number of past CI failures, n old failures, associated with a file that the PR touches, the higher the odds that CI will fail on this PR (the odds of failure increase 1.175 times for each e factor increase in past failures), consistent with our findings in RQ1. This interesting result is analogous to similar findings for defects in general [19] , as well as potentially actionable: core developers could focus attention on these files, to understand and remedy the source of repeated CI failure.
Two process metrics (n past contrs and n old bugs), powerful in bug prediction and significant in our EQ R model, don't have significant effects here on CI failures. In addition, the CI failure-prone files aren't necessarily the ones changing a lot. We note that PRs changing hot files (pr hotness) have better odds for initial quality. However, they have much higher odds of being associated with eventual bugs (as shown in the eventual quality model, Table 3 ). The incongruence between the effect of process metrics on eventual quality and initial quality is consistent with IQ R and EQ R not having much overlap, after CI adoption, as suggested in RQ1 also. Among product metrics, project size (proj src loc) has a negative effect on PR failures, associated with a decrease of the CI failure odds by a factor of 0.861 for every e factor increase in project size. The size of the test suite (proj test loc), as expected, has strong positive effects on CI failures. The odds of CI failure would increase by a factor of 1.150 for every e factor increase in the test suite size, all else held constant, indicating that the projects with higher test coverage are more likely to detect the bugs during the CI stage.
PR churn metrics have positive effects, as with regular defects [26] : the odds of CI failure is 1.616 times higher for every e factor increase in churn additions.
Likewise, the more experienced the submitter (higher n owner commits), the less likely a PR is to fail CI testing. Similarly, the initial quality of PRs by core team members is clearly better than that of PRs from outsiders; the odds of CI failure decreases by 27.1% when the core team becomes TRUE. The final number of review comments can only be collected after a PR is merged, but the CI result is produced before that; so we don't consider that metric here.
Result 3: A mature CI process (more customized, more tests) is associated with better fault detection during CI. However, some factors used for bug prediction do not predict the pre-merge defects; in particular, the project size and PR hotness have completely opposite effects on the IQ R, than they do in bug prediction.
Qualitative Analysis
We qualitatively analyzed a sample from our data to better understand what IQ R issues are found by CI, and why some PRs have EQ R issues even after being vetted by CI.
We identified the top-5 projects with the most PRs having Hard Failures, from among popular projects with at least 1,000 stars on GitHub: ipython, pydata and scipy written in Python, numpy in C & Python, and cakephp in PHP. For each project, we randomly chose 5 clean and 5 buggy PRs from our data set, respectively. All 50 PRs are required to have Hard Failures; for each PR, we check: 1) its CI failure logs; 2) GitHub comments related to the failure; 3) the diff between the failed code and subsequent passing code, when the defect was fixed. 4) for the PRs with EQ R problems, we also look at bug reports and the bug-fix commit details (as described in Section 3.3). Following this process, we summarize the typical IQ Rs failures exposed by CI, and discuss reasons why some EQ Rs failures escaped CI.
For statically typed languages (e.g., C/C++), CI failures typically arise from missing headers or compiler errors (e.g., name/type mismatch). These defects are more readily detectable by developers, who can first compile a project locally. For dynamically typed languages (e.g., Python), the above "build" failure would only be exposed if the relevant lines are actually executed, which assumes a well-established testing regime. Otherwise, those IQ Rs would survive CI diagnosing, and live to harass users as EQ Rs.
We illustrate typical examples of CI failures in Table 5 . In Example 1, a contributor tried to rename using_magics to using_paste_magics, changed lines 161, 163, and 353, but forgot to change the invocation on line 731 (displayed under "Fixing code" in Table 5 ). CI helps find this mistake. We also noted that CI is used by projects supporting multiple language versions (e.g., Python 2.x and Python 3.x), by automatically testing the new code in the corresponding execution environments on the cloud. In Example 2, NoneType no longer exists after Python 3.0, so the PR passed testing for Python 2.6 & 2.7, but failed in 3.0 and above.
We also note that CI exposes defects due to program logic, wrong parameter transfers, and coding style violations, some of which are hard to detect by humans (see, e.g., the dialogue between reviewers in Examples 3 and 4). Checking the code style is an important task [15, 50] when reviewing code in PRs; CI helps alleviate this burden, e.g., Pylint, a code convention tool for Python, can be embedded into CI to check for pep8 violations (Example 5).
Our quantitative results indicate that EQ R failures aren't highly correlated with IQ R failures. From our qualitative study, we find two major reasons. First, if the PR contributes to a feature enhancement or an entirely new feature, the test suite may not cover it. Example 1 in Table 6 illustrates a PR that enhanced the performance of Series, and CI found a defect when m.groups()[0] returns an empty string rather than a None. One month after the PR was merged, developers reported a EQ R failure: the code crashed for time series, and there was no test suite to cover this case. They subsequently fixed the error and added new test code, such that CI would cover future changes to this feature. In the examples we analyzed during our case study, we find that insufficient test code is the main reason for EQ R failures, after initially passing CI.
In addition, EQ R failures may occur in a PR when the dependent packages, project code architectures, or coupling modules are upgraded. Example 2 in Table 6 illustrates a EQ R failure in numpy, when the project tried to build with a newer version of Python. We argue that this kind of EQ R failure is really hard to avoid at CI time.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
We refer to prior work for threats to mining Git [5] and GitHub [18] . The following are additional weaknesses [47] .
Conclusion Validity : These threats refer to issues that affect our ability to draw the correct conclusion about relations between the different metrics and the IQ R and EQ R outcomes. We believe conclusion validity threats are lim- ited. First, our metrics are reliable; all are objective measures, and can be replicated. Moreover, our two data sets for initial quality and eventual quality contain tens of thousands of PRs across 87 projects, with substantial variance in the predictors, ensuring high statistical power. However, because of this diversity, there is a risk that the variation due to individual differences between projects is larger than due to our main predictors (random heterogeneity). In our models, we control for variation due to individual differences between projects explicitly, using a random effect. Finally, we checked for compliance with lme4 's assumptions when building our models: absence of multicollinearity, agreement between QQ-plots and a normal distribution, residuals with no difference in variance variability across the range.
Internal Validity : These threats arise when an observed relationship between independent and dependent variables might be an artifact of confounding variables. To mitigate, we include controls in our models, to capture product, process, and social aspects that could have confounded the relationship between CI failures and eventual quality.
Another important source of internal validity threats is instrumentation. To mitigate these, we performed extensive code reviews of, and iterative updates to, all our data extraction (Java & Python) and analysis (R) scripts (at least one co-author reviewed each script produced by another), as well as extensive spot-checking of our data, on pilot samples.
We also acknowledge threats related to maturation. Our PR data spans four years, during which the CI process and configurations could have matured, potentially changing the meaning of our metrics from early history to later.
Construct Validity : Construct validity concerns measurement and whether our metrics actually capture the properties we intend to capture. We acknowledge several threats. First, we used the total number of executable lines of code in test files as a measure of the size and quality of existing test suites. Based on this, we assumed that PRs submitted to projects with larger test suites are more likely to be more thoroughly tested, other things being equal, without linking the contents of the PR to individual test cases. This assumption, although not uncommon, may not always hold.
Second, our definition of IQ R failures as "broken" Travis-CI builds is quite general: a Travis-CI failure could be either a test failure or a build failure (at least for statically typed languages requiring a separate compilation step); this could have affected the strength of the association between IQ R failures and EQ R failures, since eventual failures are less likely to be due to compilation issues. A more finegrained analysis is left for future work; here we limit to reporting that, through informal observation, we found that more than 80% of the PRs with Travis-CI failures in a sample from our data contain actual test failures.
Third, we evaluate a PR's initial quality based on its CI failure record. However, a CI failure could also be attributed to a broken or obsolete test, not just a PR defect. Based on informal observation, we believe these cases to be infrequent.
Fourth, we made a number of choices when aggregating data, e.g., we chose the CI time as the longest of potentially multiple Travis-CI runs, and we only counted defects in the six-month period after a PR was merged. We believe our operationalization is reasonable and, whenever available, we based it on previous work. Still, it is unclear whether a different operationalization would affect our conclusions.
Fifth, not all user-found defects are reported in issue trackers; however, we only analyzed popular projects with active issue trackers, where the discovery chance may be higher.
Finally, PRs without CI failures are not necessarily neverfailed PRs. Informally, we came across PRs without CI failures, but that have been previously submitted, CI-tested, found to be defective, repeatedly discussed, and updated, before being resubmitted again "fresh" (different PR ID and different commit SHA), after improvements. Such PRs could have affected our eventual quality models, where CIrelated predictors were used. Based on our informal data explorations, we believe these occurrences to be rare. External Validity : Empirical studies which rely on activity traces have a number of known threats, which limit their generalizability much beyond the data set examined [48] . Assuming no global bias is present, though, the current results confirm and extend our previous studies on this topic, and combined with them offer a consistent and robust story.
Still, it is worth noting that while canonical CI assumes that one integrates all the time, i.e., with each commit, in pull-based development one typically opens a PR only after the development of a specific task is finished (perhaps multiple commits). This "not really continuous" CI may further limit the generalizability of our findings beyond GitHub.
CONCLUSIONS
Software developers have always yearned to produce more code without sacrificing quality. We have in our previous work shown that automating testing and building, via CI after each pull request, does provide a scalable technology to increase code contributions to the project with no appreciable impact on end user defects, cumulatively.
In this paper we expanded on that work by studying the nature of CI detected defects, on per pull request basis, i.e., where they occur in code, how many are there, what process, product, and social factors are associated with them, and how they relate to eventual bugs. We found that CI detected bugs are distributed just like normal bugs, and thus should be no easier to detect in principle. However, they do not correlate highly with eventual bugs, on a per-file basis.
This concentration of CI failures into a very few files was previously not known, and is likely to be actionable; by focusing attention on these files, projects and developers are likely to gain tangible improvements in CI productivity.
We found differences between initial defects and eventual quality defects. In particular, finding new CI failures don't seem to be informed by the presence of old non CI bugs. However, occurrence of non CI bugs in a file's history, is associated with increase in odds of EQ R failures, even in the presence of CI 9 . In general, this provides an actionable indication that even in the presence of CI, careful review of files where EQ R problems occurred before is sensible. In addition, Hard Failure in CI is associated with a 31.5% increase in risk of eventual failures, also suggesting that (even if repaired) code in such PRs warrants extra scrutiny. Finally, the interplay between initial and final quality is interesting, as it seems only weakly related. While we show there is no general trend, we do find some PRs with more problems initially have also more defects eventually, but there are other PRs that don't. A more fine grained examination could potentially associate the PR type with the ability of CI to capture eventual problems.
